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Bona Outdoor Wood Deck Reviver 
 

Bring your wood deck back to life 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Bona Outdoor Wood Deck Reviver is a quick and effective way to deep-clean weathered and worn 

wood decks. It cleans away dirt, debris and built-up oil from outdoor wood decks and patios. It can be 

used in three ways: you can rent a Bona Power Scrubber to get the job done super-fast, use an outdoor 

stiff bristle brush for small spaces, or hire a Bona-Certified Craftsman to do the job for you. 
 

• Washes away old dirt, algae and oil.  

• Effective and safe for outdoor garden areas 

• Ready to use formula 
 

 
TECHNICAL DATA 

  

pH value:  Approx. 11 

Dilution: Manual cleaning: use as is. 

 Machine cleaning: dilute to 1/5 (2 litres of Wood Deck Reviver and 8 litres of 

water in the tank). 

Consumption: 

Shelf life:  

10-20 m²/litre 

3 years from the date of manufacture in unopened original packaging.  

Storage/transport:  Store between +5°C and +30°C 

Safety: Hazardous. For further information consult product label. 

Waste:  Empty containers should be rinsed and recycled as hard plastic  

Packaging: 4 litre can made with at least 50% recycled plastic 
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Bona Outdoor Wood Deck Reviver 
 

Bring your wood deck back to life 

PREPARATION 
 

Remove loose dirt, moss etc. Check for and correct any protruding nails and screws. Protect plants and sensitive 

surfaces such as aluminium from spills and splashes. Avoid working in strong sunlight. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 
 

Manual cleaning: 
 
1. Dampen the decking with water. 

2. Apply Bona Outdoor Wood Deck Reviver (undiluted) to the decking surface with a pad, roller or brush from a 
clean plastic bucket. Work in sections along the entire length, a few planks at a time. Leave to sit for a few 
minutes. 

3. Scrub with a hard bristle brush and rinse off the residue with clean water.  

4. Alternatively use a pressure washer equipped with a rotary brush, using the lowest possible pressure setting, 
rinsing is not normally required when using a pressure washer. 

5. Allow the surface to dry completely before protecting the wood with decking oil. 

 

Machine cleaning with Bona PowerScrubber: 

Using a Bona PowerScrubber is a more efficient and less labour-intensive method, particularly when cleaning 
grooved wood decking. 

1. Install red (medium) or orange (hard) brushes on the PowerScrubber. Adjust the pressure to medium or high 
as necessary. The suction bars must not be used when cleaning decks as there is a danger of causing 
permanent damage should debris be sucked into the vacuum unit. 

2. Add 2 litres of Bona Outdoor Wood Deck Reviver to the tank and top up with 8 litres of water. 

3. Hose the surface to be treated with water.  

4. Scrub a section of the wood deck with the Power Scrubber while distributing cleaning fluid from the machine.  

5. Flush away loosened dirt and debris with a water hose before it has a chance to dry.  

6. Continue to the next section, if the wood has dried flush again with water before scrubbing. 

 
Clean the machine thoroughly after use and run it for one minute with only clean water in the tank to rinse internal 

parts. Allow the decking to dry at least overnight before protecting it with Bona Decking Oil. For best results, make 

a quick pass with a 120 grit abrasive before oiling. 

 

Precautions 

- Never expose the machine to rain. 

- Always connect the machine to an earthed socket.  

- Avoid using several extension cables and always ensure that all connectors are watertight. 


